### Nudes' Items

**Divorce Isn’t Everything**

While statistics showing that Massachusetts has the lowest divorce rate in the nation are reassuring to those concerned about the future of the American family, the numbers don’t tell the whole story. The rate in the Bay State is 3 divorces per 1,000 people — about one-third that of leading Arkansas’ 8.9 per thousand. Still, we know that the reason is that few people here get married; they just live together in sin. Better to save yourself, have a large church ceremony, and then split if needed. Divorce is no longer unacceptable, you know; even Prexy Reagan has tried it.

**Liberty Lobby issues denial**

The Liberty Lobby today denied that it was pushing for the quarantining of the Northeast in order to halt the flow of Jews to other sections of the country. “We didn’t like them people,” declared LL President Verry White, “but we don’t wish them on anyone, INCLUDING the Northeast.”

**How Many to Unscrew a Lightbulb?**

Solidarity will hold a one-hour strike throughout the country at 12am today. Everyone is cordially invited to join the fun.

**Students Pass Up Sex Course**

Lack of interest has forced the University of Cincinnati administration to cancel a non-credit course entitled “Sexual Subcultures in Cincinnati.” Perhaps figuring that the material would be sparse, no one signed up for the course. The course was to have been taught by John “Soixante-Neuf” Zeh, who had been charged earlier in the year with broadcasting obscenities on his radio show “Gay Dreams.” Good to see that the fifty people in Cincinnati are staying away from the tacky stuff — reward yourselves with a large, refreshing G&T.

---

### Get Eaton at the Coup

**MIT Student Center**

**Stationery Department**
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**Bush: The official beer of the Oval Office.**

The Andover-Bush Brewing Company.

---

**Join Z.Linked**

Stop by our office any Sunday afternoon for our regular quiche and bloody mary brunch. We’re located in Walker Memorial room 50-340 — convenient to the squash courts! Keys and neckties are under the doormat.